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March 2001 Newsletter
22nd Annual U.S. Foreign Affairs Doctoral Dissertations
List
by
Edward A. Goedeken
Iowa State
SECTION I - FOREIGN AFFAIRS
     A. Arms Control, Arms Race, and Antiwar Efforts
Athanasopulos, Haralambos. "Nuclear Disarmament in International Law," Dalhousie U. (Canada),
1998 (PS), DANQ 36567, Sept. 1999.
Atkin, Natalie Patricia. "Protest and Liberation: War, Peace and Women's Empowerment, 1967-
1981," Wayne State, 1999, DA 9954182, Je. 2000.
Boyd, Andrew John. "A Theory of Just War: A Philosophical and Historical Analysis," Loyola of
Chicago, 1999 (PHIL), DA 9917758, Aug. 1999.
Foley, Michael Stewart. "Confronting the War Machine: Draft Resistance during the Vietnam
War," New Hampshire, 1999, DA 9926017, Oct. 1999.
Gleditsch, Kristian Skrede. "Peace Has its Victories, No Less Renowned than War: A Local
Interaction Approach to Regional Conflict, Integration, and Democratization," Colorado at
Boulder, 1999 (PS), DA 9938809, Jan. 2000.
McPherson, James Brian. "From Military Propagandist to the Progressive: The Editorial Evolution
of H-Bomb Battler Samuel H. Day, Jr.," Washington State, 1998 (JO), DA 9925697, Oct. 1999.
Meerse, Katherine Clare. "Progressives for Peace and Social Justice: The Minnesota Branch of
the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, 1921-1941," Minnesota, 1999, DA
9929511, Nov. 1999.
Nugent, Kelly M. "Compliance with Multilateral Arms Control Agreements," Georgetown, 1998
(PS), DA 9924381, Oct. 1999.
Smith, Jonathan Calcott. "Keepers of the Security: The Role of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Arms
Control Formulation, 1968-1992," South Carolina, 1999 (PS), DA 9952753, Je. 2000.
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     B. Domestic Groups, Organizations, and Politics
Baxter, Randolph William. "Eradicating this Menace: Homophobia and Anti-Communism in
Congress, 1947-1954," California, Irvine, 1999, DA 9942689, Feb. 2000.
Clark, David Holloway. "Domestic Institutions and Foreign Policy," Florida State, 1999 (PS), DA
9939279, Jan. 2000.
Nack, David. "The American Federation of Labor Confronts Revolution in Russia and Early
Soviet Government, 1905 to 1928: Origins of Labor's Cold War," Rutgers, 1999, DA 9918339,
Aug. 1999.
Keller, John Max. "Diplomacy, Democracy, and Change: The Foreign Policy Communication
Community and the Public in the Post-Cold War Era," Pennsylvania State, 1999 (MC), DA
9937997, Jan. 2000.
Knol, Patricia Lynn. "Peace, Prosperity, and Capitalism: William L. Clayton, the International
Trade Organization, and American Foreign Economic Policy, 1945-1950," Northern Illinois,
1998, n.o.n., Oct. 1999.
Scher, Abby. "Cold War on the Home Front: Middle Class Women's Politics in the 1950s," New
School for Social Research, 1995 (SO), DA 9941977, Feb. 2000.
Schertzing, Phillip Daniel. "Against All Enemies and Opposers Whatever: The Michigan State
Police Crusade against the Un-Americans, 1917-1977," Michigan State, 1999, DA 9948170,
Apr. 2000.
     C. Education
Sarria, Maria. "The United States and International Education during the George Bush
Administration: A Comparative Perspective with Lyndon Johnson," Texas A&M, 1999 (ED), DA
9934487, Dec. 1999.
Schmidt, Oliver Matthias Arnold. "Civil Empire by Co-Optation: German-American Programs as
Cultural Diplomacy, 1945-1961," Harvard, 1999, DA 9949801, May 2000.
Swenson, Steven Robert. "International Education and the National Interest: The National Defense
Education Act of 1958, the International Education Act of 1966, and the National Security
Education Act of 1991," Oregon, 1999 (ED), DA 9940436, Feb. 2000.
     D. Environment
Baldwin, Paul Ryan. "Innovative Technology, Competitiveness, and Policy Choices at International
Environmental Negotiations," Columbia, 1999 (PS), DA 930679, Nov. 1999.
Duke, David Freeland. "Unnatural Union: Soviet Environmental Policies, 1950-1991," Alberta
(Canada), 1999, DANQ 39522, Feb. 2000.
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Fletcher, Thomas Hobbs. "Environmental Justice and Hazardous Waste: A View from the
Canada-United States Border," McGill (Canada), 1998 (GEOGRAPHY), DANQ 44430, Je.
2000.
Hague, Laura Elizabeth. "The Beautiful Society: Environmental Policy during the Lyndon Johnson
Years," Texas at Austin, 1998, DA 9937033, Jan. 2000.
Huston, Donald Raymon, Jr. "Can Water Start a Fire? An Analysis of International Water
Conflicts," Texas Tech, 1999 (PS), DA 9940319, Feb. 2000.
Mitchell, Lorraine Sharon. "The Formation of International Environmental Agreements," California,
Berkeley, 1998 (EC), DA 9922975, Sept. 1999.
Reinelt, Peter Scott. "Betting with the Planet: Uncertainty and Global Warming Policy," California,
Berkeley, 1999 (EC), DA 9931372, Nov. 1999.
Sandford, Rosemary. "Secretariats as Catalysts: A Comparative Study of the Influence of Global
Environmental Treaty Secretariats on Treaty Implementation," Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1998 (PS), n.o.n., Feb. 2000.
Shapiro, Judith. "Mao's War against Nature: Politics and the Environment in Revolutionary China,"
American University, 1999 (PS), DA 9937486, Jan. 2000.
     E. Foreign Aid
Abu Bader, Suleiman Hassan. "An Empirical Analysis of Determinants of Foreign Direct
Investment in Israel with Emphasis on the Peace Process in the Middle East and the Arab
Boycott," Cornell, 1999 (EC), DA 9939965, Feb. 2000
Gomez, SimonPeter. "Political Parties, Humane Internationalism and Foreign Aid: A Comparative
Analysis," New York at Binghamton, 1999 (PS), DA 9946656, Mar. 2000.
Padou, Jean Jose. "The Determinants of Foreign Aid in the Post-Cold War Period," Houston,
1999 (EC), DA 9955903, Je. 2000.
Resnick, Adam Lewis. "Profit not Politics: Democratic Transition and Foreign Direct Investment,"
Colorado at Boulder, 1999 (PS), DA 9955308, Je. 2000.
Reymen, Dafne. "Economic Impact of Aid Provided to Western Europe after World War II:
Lessons for Eastern Europe?" Stanford, 1999 (EC), DA 9943716, Feb. 2000.
Schaefer, Donald David Arthur. "US Foreign Assistance and the Change from Economic to
Security-Based Aid: Reagan through Clinton," Michigan, 1999 (PS), DA 9929945, Nov. 1999.
Yoshikawa, Naoto. "Untying the Gordian Knot: A Consideration of the Effects of Aid in Asia and
the Pacific," Hawaii, 1999 (PS), DA 9940639, Feb. 2000.
     F. Human Rights
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Ahnen, Ronald E. "Defending Human Rights under Democracy: The Case of Minors in Brazil,"
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1999, DA 9938108, Jan. 2000.
Brucken, Rowland Matthew. "A Most Uncertain Crusade: The United States, Human Rights and
the United Nations, 1941-1954," Ohio State, 1999, DA 9919845, Aug. 1999.
Cardenas, Sonia del Carmen. "Beyond Compliance: Comparative Responses to International
Human Rights Pressure," Virginia, 1999 (PS), DA 9948506, Apr. 2000.
Graham, Kenneth Leon. "Litigating International Human Rights Claims in U.S. Federal Courts and
the Separation of Powers Dilemma," Southern California, 1999 (PS), DA 9933817, Dec. 1999.
Lambertson, Ross. "Activists in the Age of Rights: The Struggle for Human Rights in Canada,
1945-1960," Victoria (Canada), 1999, DANQ 37352, Dec. 1999.
Richards, David Lewis. "Death Takes a Holiday: National Elections, Political Parties and
Government Respect for Human Rights," New York at Binghamton, 1999 (PS), DA 9927938,
Oct. 1999.
Viljoen, Frans Jacobus. "The Realisation of Human Rights in Africa through Inter-Governmental
Institutions," University of Pretoria (South Africa), 1998 (PS), n.o.n., Jl. 1999.
     G. Immigration and Refugees
Agboli, Angela Uzo. "Global Migration and its Effects on International Behavior," Howard, 1999
(PS), DA 9928714, Nov. 1999.
Cushman, Mark Viktor. "Uncertain Frontiers: Asian Immigration and U.S. Citizenship in the Age
of Expansion," Johns Hopkins, 2000 (PS), DA 9950506, May 2000.
Doan, Robert Alan. "Green Gold to the Emerald Shores: Irish Immigration to the United States
and Transatlantic Monetary Aid, 1854-1923," Temple, 1999, DA 9921158, Sept. 1999.
Dunn, Timothy Joseph. "Immigration Enforcement in the U.S.-Mexico Border Region, the El Paso
Case: Bureaucratic Power, Human Rights, and Civic Activism," Texas at Austin, 1999 (SO), DA
9947218, Mar. 2000.
Gebhard, Suzette Eifrig. "The Nationalist/Postnationalist Tension in Immigration Policy," Graduate
School of Social Work and Social Research, 1999 (SO), DA 9952926, May 2000.
Kaplowitz, Craig Allan. "Mexican Americans, Ethnicity, and Federal Policy: The League of United
Latin American Citizens and the Politics of Cultural Disadvantage, 1942-1975," Vanderbilt, 1999,
DA 9933251, Dec. 1999.
Koed, Betty Kay. "The Politics of Reform: Policymakers and the Immigration Acts of 1965,"
California, Santa Barbara, 1999, DA 9953918, Je. 2000.
Lukens, Espinosa Patrick. "Mexico, Mexican Americans and the FDR Administration's Racial
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Classification Policy: Public Policy in Place of Diplomacy," Arizona State, 1999, DA 9950253,
May 2000.
McIntyre, Chris. "Immigration Beliefs and Attitudes: A Test of the Group Conflict Model in the
United States and Canada," North Texas, 1999 (PS), DA 9945817, Mar. 2000.
Meilaender, Peter Charles. "Home is the Sailor: Towards a Theory of Immigration," Notre Dame,
1999 (PS), DA 9935353, Dec. 1999.
Sobredo, James D. "From American Nationals to the Third Asiatic Invasion: Racial
Transformation and Filipino Exclusion (1898-1934)" California, Berkeley, 1998, DA 9923057,
Sept. 1999.
Tam, Shirley Sui Ling. "Images of the Unwelcome Immigrant: Chinese-Americans in American
Periodicals, 1900-1924," Case Western Reserve University, 1999, DA 9927322, Oct. 1999.
Trasciatti, Mary Anne. "Arguing Americanization: The Rhetoric of Native-Born Americans and
Italian Immigrants, 1900-1930," Maryland, 1999 (LANGUAGE), DA 9957234, Je. 2000.
Yuh, Ji-Yeon. "Immigrants on the Front Line: Korean Military Brides in America, 1950-1996,"
Pennsylvania, 1999, DA 9926221, Oct. 1999.
     H. Individuals
Craig, Bruce. "Treasonable Doubt: The Harry Dexter White Case, 1948-1953," American, 1999,
DA 9944021, Feb. 2000.
Goldberg, Benjamin Joel. "The Vice Presidency of Richard M. Nixon: One Man's Quest for
National Respect, an International Reputation, and the Presidency," William and Mary, 1998, DA
9920299, Aug. 1999.
Scherr, Arthur Elliot. "The Changing Republicanism of James Monroe, 1787-1831: An Essay in
the History of Political Ideas," City University of New York, 1999, DA 9946219, Mar. 2000.
     I. Intelligence
Scott, Harold Asbury. "Covert Operations as an Instrument of Foreign Policy: U.S. Intervention in
Iran and Guatemala," Carnegie Mellon University, 1999, DA 9936010, Dec. 1999.
     J. International Law
Knop, Karen Christine. "The Making of Difference in International Law: Interpretation, Identity
and Participation in the Discourse of Self-Determination," Toronto (Canada), 1999 (PS), DANQ
41084, Feb. 2000.
Ocheje, Paul Daniel. "The Domestic Dimension of the Right to Development in International Law,"
York (Canada), 1999 (LAW), DANQ 43445, Apr. 2000.
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     K. International Organizations
Davis, Michael Dwight. "The United States, the United Nations, and the Invention of Multi-
National Peace Operations, 1946 to 1968," Maryland, College Park, 1998, DA 9920931, Sept.
1999.
Grant, Audra K. "International Organizations and Organization Behavior: The Case of the Food
and Agriculture Organization and the World Food Programme," Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1999
(PS), DA 9918134, Aug. 1999.
Hosseini, Hassan. "Continuity and Change in the United Nations Security Council: Resolutions of
the Two Persian Gulf Conflicts: 1980-1998," Howard, 1999 (PS), DA 9928733, Nov. 1999.
Jesse, Jolene Kay. "Policy Networks and Resource Dependencies: Third World Governments,
International Organizations and Refugee Policy Making," Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1998 (PS), DA
9916565, Jl. 1999.
Ratsimbaharison, Adrien Michel. "The United Nations and Development: Explaining the Failure of
the UN Development Programs for Africa in the 1980s and 1990s," South Carolina, 1999 (PS),
DA 9939211, Jan. 2000.
Snyder, Anna Christine. "Conflict and Consensus-Building at the 4th UN World Conference on
Women: A Study of International Nongovernmental Cooperation," Syracuse, 1998 (PS), DA
9918829, Aug. 1999.
Walsh, Susan Frances. "When Women Need to Know: An Examination of Women's Magazines'
Coverage of the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women and Issues relating to the
Platform for Action," Oregon, 1998 (JO), DA 9918042, Aug. 1999.
     L. International Trade and Economics
Kim, Byoung-Joo. "Explaining theCountry Patterns of Foreign Lobbying in the United States:
Issues, Capabilities, and Norms," Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1999 (PS), n.o.n., Apr.
2000.
Khula, Bruce Alan. "Multinationals and the Middle Way: The Eisenhower Administration,
American Multinational Enterprise, and U.S. Foreign Policy," Ohio State, 1999, DA 9951679,
May 2000.
McConnell, Irene Erika. "Trade and the Environment: Defining a Role for the World Trade
Organization," Toronto (Canada), 1999 (PS), DANQ 41085, Feb. 2000.
Meunier-Aitsahalia, Sophie. "Europe Divided but United: Institutional Integration and E.C.-U.S.
Trade Negotiations since 1962," Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1998 (PS), n.o.n., Apr.
2000.
Sager, Michelle Ann. "Cooperation without Borders: Federalism and International Trade," George
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Mason, 1999 (PS), DA 9919516, Jl. 1999.
Studer-Noguez, Maria-Isabel. "The Global Strategies of Multinational Enterprises and
Government Policies: Ford Motor Company and the Automobile Industry in Canada and Mexico,"
Johns Hopkins, 1999 (PS), DA 9927019, Oct. 1999.
Unger, René Andreas Albert. "Rethinking the North American Political Economy of Trade: Interest
Groups and the State in the Construction of Canadian-American Foreign Economic Policy,"
Kingston (Canada), 1999 (PS), DANQ 38333, Jan. 2000.
Zhou, Baodi. "Thomas S. Foley and the Politics of Wheat: U.S. Wheat Trade with Japan, China,
and the Soviet Union, 1965-1986," Washington State, 1999, DA 9949953, May 2000.
     M. Literature and Miscellaneous
Ferrari, Lisa Louise. "The Influence of Moral Authority in International Relations: A Case Study of
the Catholic Church under John Paul II," Georgetown, 1998 (PS), DA 9920548, Aug. 1999.
Kaliss, Anthony Morris. "Europeans and Native Peoples: A Comparison of the Policies of the
United States and Soviet/Russian Governments towards the Native Peoples on Both Sides of the
Bering Strait," Hawaii, 1999 (AS), DA 9940618, Feb. 2000.
Kay, Kristin Alexandra Mary. "Walt Whitman, Hart Crane, and Derek Walcott: American Poetry
and American Empire," Virginia, 1999 (AS), DA 9948461, Apr. 2000.
Ronayne, Peter Vincent. "Never Again? The United States and the Prevention and Punishment of
Genocide since the Second World War," Virginia, 1999 (PS), DA 9935086, Dec. 1999.
Rothenberg, Tamar Yosefa. "National Geographic's World: Politics of Popular Geography, 1888-
1945," Rutgers, 1998 (GEOGRAPHY), DA 9918348, Aug. 1999.
     N. Media and Public Opinion
Batarfi, Khaled M. "Analysis of News Coverage Patterns of Middle East Conflicts," Oregon,
1999 (JO), DA 9948015, Apr. 2000.
El-Nawawy, Mohammed. "The Role of Western Correspondents and News in the Resolution of
the Arab-Israeli Conflict: Reporting from Egypt and Israel," Southern Illinois at Carbondale, 1999
(JO), DA 9944437, Feb. 2000.
Kim, Chul Woo. "Framing the News of North and South Korea in the Post-Cold War Era: A
Comparative Content Analysis of Five Newspapers with Semantic Networks," New York at
Buffalo, 1999 (MC), DA 9931493, Nov. 1999.
Li, Xigen. "The Effect of National Interest on Coverage of U.S.-Chinese Relations: A Content
Analysis of The New York Times and People's Daily, 1987-1996," Michigan State, 1999 (JO),
DA 9936571, Dec. 1999.
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Park, Ihnhwi. "Security Discourse and the End of the Cold War: The New York Times Coverage
on US National Security," Northwestern, 1999 (PS), DA 9953357, Je. 2000.
Zhang, Yu. "Covering the Hong Kong Transition: A Content Analysis of the News Stories by
China's Xinhua News Agency and the Associated Press of the United States between May 1 and
August 31, 1998," Kentucky, 1999 (JO), DA 9922648, Sept. 1999.
Zhong, Mengbai. "Decoding the Meaning of Media Events: Democratization, Reunification, and
Representation. A Comparative Content Analysis of the Taiwan Strait Crisis Coverage,"
Wisconsin-Madison, 1999 (MC), DA 9923469, Mar. 2000.
     O. Military and National Security Affairs
Fehr, Kregg Michael. "Sheltering Society: Civil Defense in the United States, 1945-1963," Texas
Tech, 1999, DA 9940330, Feb. 2000.
Philipose, Elizabeth Marie. "Prosecuting Violence, Performing Sovereignty: International Relations
and the Laws of War," York (Canada), 1999 (PS), DANQ 39302, Feb. 2000.
Seybolt, Taylor Bond. "Knights in Shining Armor? When Humanitarian Military Intervention
Works and When it Does Not," Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1999 (PS), n.o.n., Apr.
2000.
Turetzky, Marc David. "Politics beyond the Water's Edge: The Domestic and International
Determinants of U.S. Intervention in Internal Conflicts Abroad, 1946-1994," Florida State, 1999
(PS), DA 9923696, Sept. 1999.
Wang, Wei-I. "Arms and Allies: The Production and Exchange of Military Capabilities," California,
Los Angeles, 1999 (PS), DA 9917253, Jl. 1999.
     P. Missionaries
Park, Eunjin. "Black and White American Methodist Missionaries in Liberia, 1820-1875,"
Columbia, 1999, DA 9930769, Nov. 1999.
     Q. Philosophy and Theory
Ammon, Royce J. "Telediplomacy: World Politics and the Collapse of Time and Space,"
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1998 (PS), DA 9917818, Jl. 1999.
Bolks, Sean Michael. "Security Policy Choices: Foreign Policy Behavior as a Function of Threat,
Capability and Governmental Structure," Rice, 1999 (PS), DA 9928509, Oct. 1999.
Cornelis, Stefan. "International Relations and the Politics of Ethnic Identity," Johns Hopkins, 1999
(PS), DA 9927044, Oct. 1999.
Dick, Howard Evan. "Economic Sactions, Domestic Audiences, and International Conflict,"
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Southern California, 1999 (PS), DA 9955054, Je. 2000.
Easley, Shawn LeRoy. "From Finish to Start: Linearity, Advocacy, and Symbolism in U.S. Foreign
Aid Policymaking," Case Western Reserve University, 1999 (PS), DA 9922495, Sept. 1999.
Forsberg, Kenneth Lloyd. "Samaritan States: International Altruism, Identity, and State
Motivation," Cornell, 1999 (PS), DA 9923754, Sept. 1999.
Freyberg, Annette. "Human Nature in International Relations Theory: An Analysis and Critique of
Realist Assumptions about Motivation," Georgia, 1998 (PS), DA 9920030, Aug. 1999.
Koremenos, Barbara. "On the Duration and Renegotiation of International Agreements," Chicago,
1999 (PS), DA 9934078, Dec. 1999.
Lahneman, William James. "Anchoring American Foreign Policy in the Absence of a Clear and
Present Danger," Johns Hopkins, 1999 (PS), DA 9927014, Oct. 1999.
Lee, Ronald Charles. "Democratic Justification of Empire: Athens and America," Boston College,
1998 (PS), DA 9915565, Jl. 1999.
Mason, Ann Coll. "The End of Cold War Thinking: Change and Learning in Foreign Policy Beliefs
and Identities," Yale, 1999 (PS), DA 9930946, Nov. 1999.
Moriarty, Patrick Joseph. "A Domestic Institutional Approach to the Study of Foreign Policy:
Factors Affecting Dispute Behavior," Rice, 1999 (PS), DA 9928577, Nov. 1999.
Newmann, William W. "The Pattern of Foreign Policy Decision Making: Developing an
Evolutionary Model," Pittsburgh, 1999 (PS), DA 9947853, Mar. 2000.
Yung, Christopher David. "Peaceful Transfers of Foreign Policy Roles in International Systems,"
Johns Hopkins, 1999 (PS), DA 9920808, Sept. 1999.
     R. Presidency
Baker, William Donald. "The Rally ‘round the Flag Effect and Presidential Uses of Force,"
Alabama, 1999 (PS), DA 9935541, Dec. 1999.
Brattebo, Douglas Max. "Presidential Homework: Executive Preparation for PersonalDiplomacy,"
Maryland, College Park, 1998 (PS), DA 9920917 Sept. 1999.
Peake, Jeffrey Scott. "Presidential Agenda Setting in Foreign Policy," Texas A&M, 1999 (PS),
DA 9934476, Dec. 1999.
Kincaid, Bret Allen. "An Analysis of the Efficacy of Presidential Legislative Activity to Convince
Congress of His Controversial Foreign Policy Preferences," Notre Dame, 1998 (PS), DA
9919987, Aug. 1999.
     S. State Department
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Peterson, Jody Lee. "Ideology and Influence: Robert F. Kelly and the State Department, 1926-
1937," Washington State, 1998, DA 9941083, Feb. 2000.
Roehrs, Mark David. "The World We Would Inherit: State Department Planning for the Postwar
World, 1939-1945," Tennessee, 1998, DA 9923325, Sept. 1999.
SECTION II — HISTORICAL PERIODS
     A. Colonial and Revolutionary
Hough, Jill Suzanne. "Fathers and Brothers: Familial Diplomacy of the Creek Indians and Anglo-
Americans, 1733 to Removal," California, Davis, 1999, DA 9948696, Apr. 2000.
Mustafa, Sam Ali. "The German Discovery of America: Commerce and Diplomacy in Two
Emerging Nations, 1776-1835," Tennessee, 1999, DA 9944273, Mar. 2000.
Parmenter, Jon William. "At the Wood's Edge: Iroquois Foreign Relations, 1727-1768," Michigan,
1999, DA 9929916, Nov. 1999.
     B. The Nineteenth Century
Bradley, Edward Austin. "Forgotten Filibusters: Private Hostile Expeditions from the United States
into Spanish Texas, 1812-1821," Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1999, DA 9921665, Sept. 1999.
Dubrulle, Hubert Francis. "A War of Wonders: The Battle in Britain over Americanization and the
American Civil War," California, Santa Barbara, 1999, DA 9953898, Je. 2000.
Mattson, Gregory Louis. "Pariah Diplomacy: The Slavery Issue in Confederate Foreign Relations,"
Southern Mississippi, 1999, DA 9947693, Mar. 2000.
Matway, Elizabeth Berry. "Uncertain Histories: Writing and Rewriting National Narratives of
Progress on the U.S.-Mexican Frontier, 1830-1850," Pittsburgh, 1998 (LIT), DA 9919313, Aug.
1999.
Silverstone, Scott Arnold. "Federal Democratic Peace: Domestic Institutions, International
Conflict, and American Foreign Policy, 1807-1860," Pennsylvania, 1999 (PS), DA 9926201,
Oct. 1999.
     C. 1900-1939
Hönicke, Michaela. "Know Your Enemy: American Interpretations of National Socialism, 1933-
1945," North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1998, DA 9914850, Aug. 1999.
Murnane, John Richard. "The Guardians of Progress: The First Generation of Action Intellectuals
and America's Failed Search for a New World Order since 1917," Clark, 1999, DA 9949194,
May 2000.
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     D. Cold War
Brogi, Alessandro. "A Question of Self-Esteem: The United States and the Cold War Choices in
France and Italy, 1944-1958," Ohio, 1998, DA 9916493, Jl. 1999.
Bush, Daniel Alan. "Seattle's Cold War[m] Foreign Policy, 1957-1990: Citizen Diplomats and
Grass Roots Diplomacy, Sister Cities and International Exchange," Washington, 1998, DA
9916630, Jl. 1999.
Chomsky, Daniel. "Constructing the Cold War: The New York Times and the Truman Doctrine,"
Northwestern University, 1999 (PS), DA 9932148, Dec. 1999.
Friedman, William Kaplan. "The President, the Press and the Framing of U.S. Military Action in
the Post-Cold War Period," City University of New York, 1999 (PS), DA 9924807, Oct. 1999.
Jacobs, Edna Jan. "Zeal for American Democracy: Civic Education and the Cold War, 1947-
1954," Southern Illinois at Carbondale, 1999, DA 9944445, Feb. 2000.
Kastner, Jill Davey Colley. "The Ambivalent Ally: Adenauer, Eisenhower and the Dilemmas of the
Cold War, 1953-1960," Harvard, 1999, DA 9921515, Sept. 1999.
Kim, Sahng-Whe. "Third World Revolutionary Social Change and U.S. Intervention during the
Cold War," Hawaii, 1999 (PS), DA 9951197, May 2000.
Kim, Stephen Jin-Woo. "The Carrot and the Leash: Eisenhower, Syngman Rhee, and the Dual
Containment of Korea," Yale, 1999, DA 9930941, Nov. 1999.
Lykins, Daniel Lee. "Total War to Total Diplomacy: The Advertising Council, Domestic
Propaganda and Cold War Consensus," Kentucky, 1998, DA 9922615, Sept. 1999.
McAllister, James. "The Reluctant Pacifier: America, the German Question, and the Future of
Europe," Columbia, 1999, DA 9930755, Nov. 1999.
Roraback, Eileen Mary. "The Defense of the Self: Autobiographical Responses of American
Intellectuals to the McCarthy Era," Iowa, 1999 (AS), DA 9933414, Dec. 1999.
Steege, Paul R. "More than an Airlift: Constructing the Berlin Blockade as a Cold War Battle,
1946-1949," Chicago, 1999, DA 9951842, May 2000.
Sugita, Yoneyuki. "The Limits of American Hegemony in Occupied Japan: Japan-United States
Relations during the Occupation, 1945-1952," Wisconsin-Madison, 1999, DA 9911682, Nov.
1999.
     E. Vietnam to the End of the Century
Cairo, Michael Francis. "The Bush Administration and the End of the Cold War: A Belief Systems
Approach," Virginia, 1999 (PS), DA 9948521, Apr. 2000.
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Lawrence, Mark Atwood. "Selling Vietnam: The European Colonial Powers and the Origins of the
American Commitment to Vietnam, 1944-1950," Yale, 1998, DA 9929613, Nov. 1999.
Lerner, Mitchell Brian. "The Lonely Bull: The Pueblo Incident and American Foreign Policy,"
Texas at Austin, 1999, DA 9947296, Mar. 2000.
Powell, James Roy. "Going for Broke: Richard Nixon's Search for Peace with Honor, October
1972-January 1973," Kentucky, 1998, DA 9922627, Sept. 1999.
SECTION III — REGIONS
     A. Asia and the Pacific
Ba, Alice Darlene. "ASEAN's Ways: A Study on the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and
the Regional Idea in the Politics of Southeast Asia," Virginia, 2000 (PS), DA 9954434, Je. 2000.
Bowman, Carol Jean. "Exploring the Effects of Regime Fragmentation on Foreign Policy Behavior
in Southeast Asia," George Washington, 1999 (PS), DA 9916501, Jl. 1999.
Chambers, Michael Robert. "Explaining China's Alliances: Balancing against Regional and
Superpower Threats," Columbia, 2000 (PS), DA 9956341, Je. 2000.
Eliades, George Christopher. "United States Decision-Making in Laos, 1942-1962," Harvard,
1999, DA 9935773, Jan. 2000.
Hattori, Anne Perez. "Colonial Dis-Ease: U.S. Navy Health Policies and the Chamorros of Guam,
1898-1941," Hawaii, 1999, DA 9951190, May 2000.
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